Lakewood

What is a HAWK Signal?

Traffic Engineering

“HAWK” stands for High Intensity
Activated Crosswalk. It’s a pedestrian
signal that will help people cross busy
Union Blvd. without causing long delays
in traffic.
Inside, you will find a diagram of how it
works.

Why is it at 260 Union?
It’s in the middle of the block to help
pedestrians access both the businesses
along Union and the Federal Center Light
Rail Station.

260 Union

The signal is part of the Union Blvd.
Corridor Urban Design Plan developed
with input from residents and business
owners in that area.

HAWK Pedestrian Signal

Why did the City
put up the HAWK?
There are two main causes of pedestrian
injuries: drivers not paying attention and
pedestrians not using crosswalks.
The HAWK signal addresses both issues.
First, its flashing lights very effectively
capture drivers’ attention and get them
to stop. Also,the signal reduces the time
pedestrians have to wait to cross, so they
use the crosswalk more often.
The HAWK has been used very
successfully in other cities to increase
pedestrian safety.

City of Lakewood
303-987-7980
www.lakewood.org

www.lakewood.org/hawksignal

What is a HAWK Signal?
“HAWK” stands for High-Intensity Activated CrossWalK,
a new pedestrian crossing signal proven to increase
safety for pedestrians.

What Drivers See ...

See This

1. When not in use, the traffic signal is dark, 					
and a solid DON’T WALK (raised hand)
indication is displayed for pedestrians.

Do This

What Pedestrians See ...

See This

Proceed with caution. 					

Do This
Push the button to cross.

2. When a pedestrian pushes the button, the 					
Slow down, prepare						
traffic signal flashes yellow for several						
to stop. Pedestrian has
seconds.								activated the push button.
									

Wait.

3. After the flashing yellow interval, the traffic 					
signal displays a solid yellow to give motorists
enough time to stop.

Stop if safe to do so. 						

Continue waiting.

4. After the solid yellow interval, the traffic signal					
is solid red, and the pedestrian signal displays a					
WALK (walking person symbol), indicating 					
pedestrians that are allowed to cross the street.					

Stop and remain 						
stopped. Pedestrians
in crosswalk.

Start crossing.

5. The traffic signal then flashes alternate red and 					
Stop. Then proceed						
Continue crossing.
the pedestrian signal flashes DON’T WALK.					with caution if clear. 						If walking, continue. Those
Drivers may proceed after stopping if there 												
who have yet to step off the			
are no pedestrians in the crosswalk.													curb, do not start.				
											
																		
6. After the flashing DON’T WALK, the traffic 					
Proceed with caution. 					
Push the button to cross.
signal is dark again and the pedestrian signal
indication is a raised hand (DON’T WALK)
until the next pedestrian pushes the button.
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